The ODP multiple viewpoints model prompts the very challenging issue of cross viewpoint consistency. This paper considers de nitions of consistency arising from the RM-ODP and relates these in a mathematical framework for consistency checking. We place existing FDTs, in particular LOTOS, into this framework. Then we consider the prospects for viewpoint translation. Our conclusions centre on the relationship between the di erent de nitions of consistency and on the requirements for realistic consistency checking.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple viewpoints are a cornerstone of the Open Distributed Processing (ODP) model 12] they enable a di erent perspective of a system to be presented to di erent observers. Each viewpoint is a partial view of the complete system speci cation. It is through this separation of concerns that the inherent complexity of a complete distributed system is decomposed. ODP supports ve viewpoints: enterprise, information, computational, engineering and technology.
However, the subdivision of a system speci cation raises the issue of consistency. Descriptions of the same or related entities will appear in di erent viewpoints and it must be shown that the multiple speci cations are not in con ict with one another. The development of tools and techniques to check the consistency of viewpoint speci cations is of great importance, however, it is also extremely challenging. In particular, in its most general form, consistency checking requires speci cations in di erent notations to be related. This is because it has been recognised that di erent notations are appropriate for di erent viewpoints. Relating model based speci cation notations, such as Z, to languages which explicitly model the`temporal ordering' of abstract events, such as LOTOS or SDL, is particularly challenging. This paper addresses the question: what is an appropriate de nition for consistency? The RM-ODP is ambiguous in this respect. We will clarify the relationship between a number of possible consistency de nitions and we will consider how di erent FDTs, in particular LOTOS, can be integrated into a consistency checking framework and then we will discuss the di erent options for translation. The results of the paper centre on the relative strengths of de nitions and the information that needs to be made available in order that an appropriate consistency check can be applied.
We consider consistency in very general terms. In particular, we do not consider speci c instances of consistency, such a s b e t ween the information and computational viewpoints. This re ects our adopted strategy, w h i c h is to clarify the general form of consistency as a relationship between arbitrary speci cations before considering speci c instances of consistency. This paper is reporting results of the initial, general, phase of our work.
The paper begins by exploring the extent of consistency relationships in ODP (in section 2). Section 3 discusses appropriate de nitions of consistency arising from the RM-ODP and then section 4 relates these to a mathematical framework for consistency checking. Section 5 places existing FDTs into this framework. Then we outline a number of possible approaches to translation in section 6. Finally, w e present concluding remarks in section 7.
THE EXTENT OF CROSS VIEWPOINT RELATIONSHIPS
Due to the central role viewpoints play, consistency relationships are extremely pervasive in ODP. Consistency arises in the following situations:-Conformance Assessment. Conformance assessment for ODP is extremely broad. In particular, it encompasses both conformance testing (i.e. relating real implementations to speci cations) and speci cation checking (i.e. speci cation to speci cation relationships), this distinction was particularly emphasised in PROST 7] . Veri cation of cross viewpoint consistency is an important example of speci cation checking.
System Development. The RM-ODP does not prescribe a particular system development methodology and a number of development methodologies could be envisaged. However, each viewpoint speci cation is, at least potentially, at the same level of abstraction suggesting that viewpoints are related horizontally relative t o a v ertical system development. This is in contrast to classic waterfall development methodologies. PROST 7] has investigated such a, fully general, system development methodology for ODP. This is depicted in gure 1 and uses a number of speci cation to speci cation transformations, such a s translation, re nement and uni cation, in order to generate a composite`implementation' speci cation. Translation maps speci cations into new languages, re nement has the usual meaning and uni cation is a transformation which enables speci cations in the same language to be combined. Consistency is implicit in such a system development methodology. F or example, two speci cations would be viewed as inconsistent i f a common uni ed speci cation did not exist. Thus, consistency arises during uni cation of speci cations in models of ODP system development.
Architectural Semantics. The use of di erent FDTs in de ning the ODP architectural semantics and the fact that the architectural semantics (when complete) will span a number of the viewpoint languages suggests consistency relationships will have relevance in this domain as well. Two forms of consistency relationship can arise. Firstly, there is a need to relate the architectural semantics of di erent viewpoints in order to determine that the FDT interpretations are consistent. Secondly, there is a need to demonstrate that descriptions in di erent FDTs of particular architectural semantics entities are consistent. We strongly believe that a formal approach to consistency checking should be employed. In particular, the ability to reason rigorously about the speci cations under consideration is of vital importance. We will assume the use of formal description techniques as viewpoint languages in the remainder of this paper.
CONSISTENCY DEFINITION
This section highlights three possible interpretations of consistency that appear in the RM-ODP, the rst two appear in part 1 (clause 12.2) and the third apears in part 3 12] (clause 10). Although, the rst of these de nitions is only alluded to it is not formally proposed as a de nition.
De nition 1 (1.1) Two speci cations are c onsistent i they do not impose contradictory requirements. (1.2) Two speci cations are c onsistent i it is possible for at least one example of a product (or implementation) to exist that can conform to both of the speci cations. (1.3) Two speci cations are c onsistent i they are b oth behaviourally compatible with the other. This last interpretation is a rewording of the RM-ODP de nition. This is because the RM-ODP de nition is expressed in terms of relating speci c viewpoints. We are considering more generalised notions of consistency, t h us, we h a ve brought the de nition into line with the other de nitions in order to facilitate a direct comparison. In addition note, that all these de nitions are symmetric, i.e. if a speci cation S is consistent with a speci cation R then R is consistent with S. This is a reasonable intuitive requirement for consistency.
Behavioural compatibility is de ned as follows:
De nition 2 (Behavioural Compatibility) An object is behaviourally compatible with a s e cond object, with respect to a set of criteria, if the rst object can replace the second object without the environment being able to notice the di erence i n t h e o b j e cts behaviour on the basis of the set of criteria.
These three consistency interpretations blur over the fact that speci cations may b e i n di erent FDTs and that it may not be possible to relate speci cations directly without some element of translation. In fact, in the RM-ODP the third of these de nitions includes a notion of translation which is described in terms of`information preserving' transformations between languages. Translation will be discussed in section 6. Each of these notions of consistency is intuitively reasonable. However, the question arises: what is the relationship between the interpretations and, in particular, are these de nitions of consistency themselves consistent? In fact, the di erent i n terpretations are likely to be applicable in di erent settings. For example, de nition 1 is relevant t o consistency checking in a logical setting, e.g. in an FDT such as Z which is based on rst order logic.
We seek to reconcile these interpretations through formalisation. We formalise the rst notion of consistency as follows, De nition 3 S 1 C 1 S 2 i :(9 s:t: S 1 j = ^S 2 j = : ) where j = is the satisfaction relation of the speci cation's logic. This de nition states that two speci cations are consistent if and only if there is no property that holds over one of the speci cations and its negation holds over the other speci cation.
To i n terprete consistency 1.2 we need a formal interpretation of conformance. There is a di culty here because conformance relates implementations to speci cations and implementations are not amenable to formal interpretation. The classical approach to handling this di culty is to only consider conformance up to a, so called, implementation speci cation. This is a speci cation that describes a real implementation in as much detail that a direct mapping from the implementation speci cation to the real implementation can be found. Thus, it is normal just to consider conformance relations between speci cations, see 4] 5] 14] for typical approaches. However, implementation speci cations relate to real implementations in di erent w ays for di erent FDTs and, in particular, for some FDTs not all implementation speci cations are implementable. For example, a Z speci cation that contains an operation n! : Njn! = 5 n! = 3] has no real implementation.
Our approach then is to divide conformance testing into two parts. Firstly, w e consider conformance up to implementation speci cations, using a relation conf SPEC SPEC, and then we consider conformance of implementation speci cations to real implementations, using a relation conf SPEC IMP 1 . Where SPEC is the set of possible ODP speci cations and IMPis the set of possible ODP implementations.
By way of clari cation, S 1 confS 2 expresses the property that speci cation S 2 conforms to speci cation S 1 , i.e. according to tests derived from S 1 , S 2 cannot be distinguished from S 1 . It should be noted that we h a ve not speci ed how and what form of tests are derived from S 1 there are many options for such derivation 4] 5]. In a similar way SconfI expresses the property that I conforms to S. I n terpretation 1.2 is now formalized as:-i.e. re nement restricts the set of conformant implementation speci cations. But, importantly, the implementations of a re nement are also implementations of the original speci cation.
Uni cation. Uni cation takes two speci cations in the same language and produces a uni ed version which is a combination of the two speci cations. By combination of speci cations, we mean that uni cation should satisfy the property of common re nement, i.e. that T 1 T 2 v U(T 1 T 2 ), since an implementation that conforms to U(T 1 T 2 ) should also conform to the original speci cations T 1 T 2 . In fact, we c haracterize uni cation as the least re nement o f t wo speci cations, with the following construction: U(T 1 T 2 ) 2 fT : T 1 T 2 v T and if T 1 T 2 v S then T v Sg, see 8] for a discussion.
Consistency. A natural speci cation checking de nition of consistency is that two s p e ci cations are consistent if their uni cation can be implemented.
De nition 10 Given S 1 in language L 1 and S 2 in language L 2 . Then S 1 C 4 S 2 i there e xists a speci cation language L 3 such that S 1 cf T 1 S 2 cf T 2 and there exists a U(
Notice in particular that the internal validity condition guarantees that a conformant implementation of the uni cation exists. In addition, this is our rst interpretation of consistency that embraces translation. Properties of re nement, equivalence, uni cation and consistency can be found in appendix (ii).
Discussion. We n o w h a ve four de nitions of consistency C 1 , C 2:2 , C 3 and C 4 . T h e r s t three of these arise from the ODP reference model and the third is a natural speci cation checking de nition, which links notions of conformance to speci cation checking relationships such as re nement, uni cation and equivalence. We w ould clearly like to relate these de nitions. However, a number of aspects of these de nitions are FDT dependent. We will make the required FDT dependent comparison in the next two s e c t i o n s . We can, though, clarify our general approach, which is the following. Firstly, w e view C 1 as a specialised form of consistency which is relevant to consistency checking in a logical setting and it will be captured by t h e i n ternal validity property where it is relevant. The main focus of this paper, though, will be the relationship between C 2:2 , C 3 and C 4 which are clearly in the same domain of reference.
The speci cation checking relationships of a particular FDT will not be equivalent to the corresponding de nitions in our framework. However, our interpretation in this respect is that FDT relations that are stronger or equal to the framework de nitions are appropriate, but relations that are either weaker or only partially intersect with the corresponding framework de nition are not appropriate. Our intuition behind this interpretation is that consistency checking occurs during speci cation checking and that the speci er has knowledge about the nature of the speci cations under consideration that is relevant to consistency, t h us, at this stage of system development w e can be more discriminating than is implicit in the framework. For example, the speci er may know that a speci cation is a functionality extension of another speci cation that two s p e ci cations are strictly equivalent o r t h a t t wo speci cations are related by reduction of non-determinism. This extra information should be used at the speci cation checking phase as long as it does not contradict the weaker conformance oriented de nitions.
INSTANTIATING PARTICULAR FDTs 5.1 LOTOS Consistency Checking Relationships
Existing LOTOS relations can be instantiated into the consistency framework as follows:-Conformance. A natural instantiation of our conf relation is the LOTOS conformance relation, which w e denote conf (a de nition of conf can be found in appendix i).
Internal Validity. The internal validity concept is targetted at FDTs such as Z where speci cations can exist which d o n o t h a ve implementations. All LOTOS speci cations can, at least`theoretically', be implemented ( a n d w e apologize for the circularity here). Thus, we view all LOTOS speci cations as internally valid. .ii) view the environment as an unconstrained observer, in the sense of standard observational equivalences. In contrast, (11.iii) and (11.iv) view the environment as a tester for the speci cations. The distinction between (11.iii) and (11.iv) is that (11.iii) implies robustness testing and (11.iv) implies restricted testing, see 4] 5] for a discussion of these alternatives. In the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on Re nement. We will focus on two of the most important LOTOS re nement relations, extension (which w e denote ext) a n d reduction (which w e denote red), see appendix 1 for de nitions. Intuitively, the former of these characterizes when a speci cation validly extends the behaviour of another speci cation and the latter relation characterizes re nement through reduction of non-determinism. In order to accept ext and red as suitable re nement relations we m ust show that both imply v. Extrapolating from the results of 14] we get that ext )v, b u t red 6 )v and red 6 (v. T h us, ext can be instantiated without any di cult, but red causes problems. We r e s o l v e this problem by considering a relation red which w e de ne as follows: red = red\ v .
We will denote the instantiation of ext as the re nement relation in C 4 as C Proof We provide example LOTOS processes to demonstrate each of the properties. . F or further discussion of these relations see 16] . The following implications can be drawn from these results.
1. For LOTOS C 2:2 is very weak. In fact, it does not distinguish any processes. 2. In contrast, C 3 is a strong relation for LOTOS. In particular, none of the speci cation checking consistency relationships, i.e. C all pairs of LOTOS speci cations are consistent. This may seem a surprising result at rst, but it re ects the fact that extension of functionality across pairs of speci cations can always be reconciled. Probably the most important implication of these results is that consistency checking must be performed selectively. In particular, it is inappropriate to view consistency checking as a single mechanism which can be applied to any pair of speci cations. For example, it would be inappropriate to check t wo speci cations which express exactly corresponding functionality with C ext 4 . T h us, in order to apply suitable consistency checks the relationship of the speci cations being checked must be made available. The RM-ODP has no provision for the communication of such information. The correspondence rule concept is used in the reference model as a means to locate portions of viewpoint speci cations that should be compared. However, there is no means to de ne how these portions of speci cations should be related.
Z Consistency Checking Relationships
A conformance relation for Z does not exist, but re nement has been extensively investigated. Thus, our work on consistency checking in Z has focussed on instantiating the C 4 de nition of consistency. As indicated earlier internal validity is a central issue with Z, speci cally, w e de ne:-De nition 12 For S, a Z speci cation, (S) i :9 s : t : S j = : . An algorithm can be given which will unify two Z speci cations 8]. This algorithm is divided into three stages: normalization, common re nement (which w e usually term uni cation itself), and re-structuring. Normalization identi es commonality b e t ween two speci cations, and re-writes the speci cations into normal forms suitable for uni cation. Uni cation itself takes two normal forms and produces the least re nement of both. Restructuring is performed to re-introduce the speci cation structure that is lost during normalization.
The major issue with Z consistency checking is not demonstrating that a uni cation exists, rather it is showing that the uni cation is internally valid. This is in obvious contrast to LOTOS where nding a uni cation with respect to a re nement relation is the central task. Demonstrating internal validity of Z speci cations using theorem proving tools is a central area of our current research. A companion paper 8] contains a full discussion of consistency checking for Z.
TRANSLATION -THE OPTIONS
There has been some success in relating FDTs that have similar underlying semantics, e.g. 15] 2], although, it should be pointed out that the common semantic form underlying these approaches is typically very ugly and signi cant research is required before usable translations can be generated. ODP consistency checking though, requires translation across FDT families. There are very few positive results on this topic, although a number of approaches could be considered, the following are the most likely:-Syntactic Translation. Translation based upon a direct relating of syntactic terms in one FDT to terms in another FDT is a possible approach. However, it is di cult to envisage that such an approach could o er a general solution. In particular, a lot of semantic meaning will certainly be lost in such a crude relating of FDTs. Partial syntactic translations may though be feasible. An alternative logical approach i s t h a t b y 1 9 ] . T h i s w ork uses rst order logic to express relationships between states and events. Thus, they o er a single notational link between model based speci cation and formal descriptions based on transition systems. The approach uses logical conjunction as composition and sketches how consistency checking can be performed in this framework. The pragmatic nature of this work re ects the compromises that will have to be made when performing translation in the ODP setting. Speci cally, 1 9 ] a c knowledge that their approach does not preserve the semantic equivalences of particular FDTs. A nal alternative which has the bene t of being ODP speci c is suggested by the work of 6]. This work o ers a denotational semantics for the computational viewpoint language. These semantics could, theoretically, be used to relate di erent FDT interpretations of the computational viewpoint language. Clearly, this work does not give a complete solution to consistency as the semantics are restricted to a single viewpoint. However, it may be possible to extrapolate this approach t o a general solution. A further issue a ecting translation is the role of the ODP architectural semantics. Specifically, P art 4 should provide a basis for relating FDTs. ODP concepts, in particular viewpoint languages, are de ned in di erent FDTs in the architectural semantics. Thus, when relating complete viewpoint speci cations in di erent FDTs these de nitions can be used as components of a consistency check. However, it is important to note that the architectural semantics will only provide a framework for consistency checking. Actual viewpoint language speci cations will extend the ODP architectural semantics, which are non prescriptive b y nature, with FDT speci c behaviour. There is then a need to combine the framework provided by the architectural semantics with actual consistency checking relationships arising from FDTs.
It is clear though that a usable translation mechanism is likely to represent a pragmatic, compromise solution. In particular, complete preservation of semantic meaning during translation will not be possible.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We h a ve described how consistency arises in ODP. W e h a ve formalized a number of possible de nitions of consistency, three of which are presented in the RM-ODP. W e have considered instantiations of these consistency de nitions with particular FDTs, viz, LOTOS and Z and nally we h a ve discussed the thorny issue of translation between FDTs.
We believe that consideration of consistency is timely, not just from an ODP perspective. In particular, a number of recent s o f t ware engineering methodologies consider relating multiple speci cations of a single system, e.g. 19] 1]. The interest in such approaches re ects a general move a way from classical single threaded waterfall system development scenarios. Furthermore, OO methodologies, require speci cations to be related horizontally. Related issues can be found in OSI 9] .
There are very few published results on consistency checking for Open Distributed Processing, 17] and 11] are exceptions to this. Both of these consider strong notions of consistency based on process algebra equivalences and in this sense take a quite di erent approach to us. The work presented in this paper suggests the following concrete results:-1. The consistency interpretations arising in the RM-ODP have v ery di erent meanings. In particular, for LOTOS, all pairs of speci cations are consistent b y C 2:2 , while C 3 is signi cantly stronger. In addition, by de ning suitable conditions on the relationship between conf and j = w e can use C 1`c onsistently' with our conformance de nitions. We can guarantee that C 4 ) C 2:2 and C 4 ) C 1 , t h us, C 4 provides an important link between logical notions of consistency and conformance notions. 2. It is appropriate to determine consistency using stronger relationships than the basic conformance de nitions, since the extra knowledge available during speci cation checking enables system developers to apply consistency more discriminatingly.
3. With LOTOS all instantiations of C 4 with LOTOS re nement relations (trivially) imply C 2:2 , while none of the instantiations imply C 3 . 4. Consistency checking in Z and in LOTOS have a v ery di erent c haracter. With LOTOS the central issue is nding a uni cation, while with Z the central issue is demonstrating that a uni cation does not contain any c o n tradictions and can thus be implemented. 5. Pragmatic approaches to translation, in which some semantic information is lost, will have to be accepted.
We make the following recommendations these are all required if realistic cross viewpoint consistency checking is to be undertaken:-1. More speci cation to speci cation information must be made available to the consistency checking process. The nature of the consistency relationship to be checked must be made known. In addition, knowledge of the speci cation style used will be of value in performing consistency checking. It may e v en be necessary for speci ers to highlight particular cross viewpoint assertions that need to be tested. 2. Work on Part 4 of the RM-ODP must be undertaken as a priority. The architectural semantics provide an essential basis for consistency checking. In addition, the architectural semantics must themselves be shown to be`consistent'. i.e. di erent FDT interpretations must not con ict. 3. Examples of multiple viewpoint speci cations must be undertaken and be made available to the ODP community. Without realistic examples, consistency checking research will be poorly focussed.
In conclusion then, our inital results suggest that reasonable intra language consistency relationships can be found, however, inter language consistency checking remains a very challenging proposition. It is likely that this will only be possible with considerable prescriptive help from viewpoint language speci ers and in a pragmatic manner. However, this challenge must be met since without a realistic approach t o m a i n taining the consistency of speci cations across multiple viewpoints the potential of the existing and ongoing work on the ODP model cannot be fully realised.
